Hello FxxxxZxxxx,

I'm a seeker just like you and I would be happy if I can have a little talk with you through a phone call maybe? +9xx-xxx-xxxxxx I'm Fxxxx from Turkey. I believe that I'm truly a seeker because I have been practising some other rituals and left some of them for reasons. However, today I'm praised by a friend to have calm and peaceful character and I'm not sure if this happened to me because I sat for a meditation with other yogis although I barely feel those vibrations+ I have never felt cold breeze on top of my head. My biggest doubt as ex-muslim or maybe still muslim culturally to believe that those people (incarnations or prophets) how come can they be different than us a they all needs like us and I have seen Shri Mataji old photos. In addition, some of my friends when they see Shri mataji, they don't like her. Many other doubts going on in my mind. I'm afraid that Allah would punish me because she might a jihn or soul that goes and sit into people life, which may take to the hell according to Islam. However, my other side wants to stay with Sahaja yoga as it offers what other do not offer or claim because, I'm talking from my experience, According to Islam, there is nothing will happen to you in this world but If correct sahaja yogis have special powers really, they can feel your vibrations and guide you through that which what all humanity needs.

Thank you, I would be happy if we can have a call but even an email would make me happy. I sent many emails to Islamic groups but no one wanted to discuss or have a talk with me although its not a discussion but exchanging our experiences and information.

-------------------------------------------------
from: JagbirSingh <s.jagbir@gmail.com>
to: FxxxxZxxxx <@gmail.com>
date: Jan 7, 2021, 4:53 PM
subject: Re: Doubts

Hello Fxxxxx Zxxxx, 

I am the author of http://adishakti.org/al-qiyamah.htm (i.e., Sure Signs of Al-Qiyamah) and http://adishakti.org (i.e., the Paraclete sent to declare the Resurrection to all nations.) So you will
get direct answers here as I bear witness, under the penalty of death, to the Sure Signs of Al-Qiyamah.

However, given your ‘fear’ of jinns, I assure you that Iblis promised Allah (SWT) that he will mislead Muslims till the Day of Resurrection. Without question, he has succeeded brilliantly. (Please check surah 75:20-21) I have emphasized “till the Day of Resurrection” for you i.e., I want you to question if you are being misled today January 7, 2021, since Iblis could only mislead till the Day (Age) of Resurrection. In other words, Iblis’ power to mislead was given from the beginning of his exile until the commencement of the Age of the Resurrection. Once Resurrection starts, which is now, Iblis loses or rather relinquishes the power to mislead. I am not sure if he kept that promise to cease and desist.

Since you too have been misled by Iblis to doubt An Naba (The Great News) I would want you to read the entire section of the Sure Signs of the holy Quran listed below. I will get back to you after a week so that you will have read all the surahs listed below. (Let me know if I made ANY of those Sure Signs up.)

FYI, even the Quran warns that Muslims will be unaware that Al-Qiyamah is taking place. Yes, Iblis has been so successful in misleading Muslims that Allah (SWT) warns in surah 30:55-60: “This is the Day (Age) of the Resurrection but ye were not aware.”

In the meantime, the Torah and Bible also point to the same Resurrection that the Quran is talking about. Though you think otherwise, surah 43.61 az-Zukhruf of the Quran is clear that Jesus will be the Sign of the Hour. You are still regarding the Paraclete sent in his name as “a jinn or soul that goes and sit into people life”, a blasphemy against the Holy Spirit that is an unforgivable sin in the eyes of Jesus.

There are so many other warnings but this is just an introductory warning that most Muslims, Christians and Jews will miss the Resurrection even though all three boast they are the only true religion. However, each of them hides from the ultimate test of its validity and truth which is, without question, all about the heart and soul of all three Abrahamic religions: Al-Qiyamah (The Resurrection). (Read this article twice and you will realize how centuries of theology and hair-splitting differences between different sects have messed up and misled all from the promised Resurrection which has been taking place since May 5, 1970.

For Muslims, Al-Qiyamah begins with a particular solar eclipse of surah 75 that must take place simultaneously with the Sure Sign in the Sky. BOTH must take place SIMULTANEOUSLY to rule out any other regular solar eclipses that have been taking place since the days of Prophet Muhammad 14 centuries ago. So do you understand how absolutely precise is this Sure Sign, Fxxxxx Zxxxxx? My question: Is that the work of a jinn or Allah (SWT)?

regards,

Jagbir

http://adishakti.org/al-qiyamah.htm

AL-QIYAMAH (THE RESURRECTION)
- AL-QIYAMAH (THE RESURRECTION) AYAT 1-2
- AL-QIYAMAH (THE RESURRECTION) AYAT 3-4
- AL-QIYAMAH (THE RESURRECTION) AYAT 5-6
- AL-QIYAMAH (THE RESURRECTION) AYAT 7-10
- AL-QIYAMAH (THE RESURRECTION) AYAT 11-13
- AL-QIYAMAH (THE RESURRECTION) AYAT 14-15
- AL-QIYAMAH (THE RESURRECTION) AYAT 16-19
- AL-QIYAMAH (THE RESURRECTION) AYAT 20-21
- THOSE WHO BEHAVE ARROGANTLY ON EARTH
- SO THAT EVEN THOUGH THEY SEE ALL THE SIGNS
- AND IF THEY SEE THE WAY OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
I'm afraid that Allah would punish me because she might a jihn.